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Abstract 
In wireless network, backbone network plays an important role on forwarding data. Further, in order to reduce the delay and save 
energy, the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) is an effective way to construct a backbone. However, it is NP-hard to 
construct the MCDS. In this paper, we propose an efficient centralized algorithm, redundancy connected dominating set (RCDS), 
to construct a relatively optimal connected dominating set with the economic computation cost of 2( )O nΔ . Specifically, the local 
strategy is employed to obtain the maximal independent set (MIS) firstly, and then a virtual backbone network is generated by 
adding the local joint intermediate nodes in the general graph. 
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1. Introduction 
Wireless networks are composed of spatially distributed wireless nodes, which have limited transmission range, 
storage, and energy resources. They are employed widely in military and various civilian applications where human 
intervention is not desirable such as battlefield surveillance. Compared with traditional wired networks, wireless 
networks have no fixed infrastructures, resulting in the difficulty to achieve routing scalability and efficiency.  
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To better improve the performance and increase the efficiency of routing protocols, a connected dominating set 
(CDS) has become a well known approach to form a virtual backbone (VB) in wireless networks. A dominating set 
(DS) is defined as a subset of nodes in a wireless network such that each node is either in the set or adjacent to some 
node in the set. If the induced graph by DS is connected, then the DS is called a CDS. The nodes in a CDS are called 
backbone nodes and other nodes are called non-backbone nodes. In a wireless network, non-backbone nodes may 
forward their data only through the backbone nodes.  
With the help of a CDS, the average message burden could be reduced so that routing becomes much easier and 
can adapt quickly to network topology changes1. In addition to routing protocols, a CDS-based VB has many other 
applications in wireless networks, such as topology control2, coverage3, data collection4, and data aggregation5.  
Generally, the smaller the CDS is, the less communication overheads are consumed. It is desirable to build a 
Minimum-sized CDS (MCDS)-based virtual backbone6, broadcasting responsibility can be reduced to the nodes in 
the CDS instead of all the nodes in the network. Hence, it is desirable to find a CDS with a small number of nodes to 
reduce the communication overhead. 
In order to facilitate analysis and design algorithm, we model the wireless network to undirected communication 
graph ( , )G V E  following the traditional definitions, where V is the set of nodes, E represents the set of links in 
wireless network. In general graphs, if any two nodes can communicate with each other, there is an undirected edge 
between two nodes. For each node v , let [ ]N v as a set of all its neighbors and let Δ  as the maximum degree of 
graph, that is, the largest value of [ ]N v among all nodes. The set [ ]NG v is a set of all gray neighbor nodes dominated 
by node v . For each gray nodeu , it has a neighbor set [ ]Nb u containing all black neighbors. 
2. Related works 
The idea of using a CDS as a VB7 was first proposed by Ephremides et al. In the seminal work8 of Guha and 
Khuller, two centralized polynomial-time approximation algorithms for constructing a MDS and a MCDS in a 
general undirected graph G were proposed. The performance ratio of the first one is 2( ( ) 1)H Δ + , where H is a hash 
function. The second one improved the first one with the performance ratio of ( ( ) 2)H Δ + . Alzoubi et al. proposed a 
centralized algorithm9 to construct a CDS with the following core idea: computing an arbitrary maximal independent 
set (MIS) and then adding extra nodes to connect the MIS. This idea has been exploited by many CDS construction 
algorithms. Cheng et al. proved that MCDS can be approximated to any degree in UDGs10 by proposing a 
polynomial time approximation scheme. 
There are many studies on the virtual backbone construction in traditional wireless networks. Clustering 
formation approaches are employed to form a maximal independent set (MIS) 11,12. Sivakumar et al. proposed a 
distributed implementation13 of the two algorithms of Guha and Khuller. A distributed algorithm14,15 for building a 
CDS in a UDG with an approximation ratio of 8 was presented by Wan et al. The most important part of this work is 
the framework of approximation ratio analysis, which has been followed by almost all approximation solutions in 
UDG. Wu et al. proposed a general framework16 of the iterative local solution for computing a CDS in ad hoc 
wireless networks. This approach employs an iterative application of a selected local solution with each iteration 
enhancing the result from the previous one, but each iteration could be based on a different node priority scheme. 
Wu and Li proposed the first localized algorithm17 assuming that each node knows the connectivity information 
within its 2-hop neighborhood. A node is temporarily marked as a CDS node if it has two neighbors that are not 
directly connected. The generated CDS is easy to maintain, but its size is large. Therefore, two rules were given to 
prune the unnecessary CDS nodes. Dai and Wu further extended this scheme to use a more efficient pruning rule18 
that ensures a probabilistic approximation ratio. Huang et al. designed a new algorithm19 about constructing a MCDS 
in UDG. The approximation ratio of this algorithm is (1 + 1/s). Tree-based algorithms for constructing a CDS 
construct a spanning tree from each initiator. These algorithms consist of three phases. The first phase is choosing 
some initiators in the network. Then each initiator constructs a spanning tree by applying some rules and let the 
nodes with more neighbors add to the tree in the second phase. Finally, it connects these neighboring trees by adding 
some internodes. Parthasarathy and Gsndhi gave an algorithm20 on constructing a MCDS with constant 
approximation ratio and the time complexity.  
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3. CDS Algorithm 
In this section, we propose a centralized algorithm for the CDS problem in the general graph. The algorithm is 
divided into two stages. Firstly, we design a sequence MIS algorithm to get a MIS in the graph. Secondly, all nodes 
in MIS are connected together by adding intermediate node to construct a redundancy connected dominating set 
(RCDS), a relatively optimal CDS with a little redundancy.  
3.1 MIS Algorithm 
The sequence algorithm of MIS is based on the observation that whenever a vertex v  is included in MIS, its 
neighbors should be excluded. In contrary to the general sequence algorithm, our algorithm assigns each node a 
color from the set of { , , }Colors black gray red← . And each node v V∈ has a set of all neighbors [ ]N v , a black 
neighbor set of each gray node [ ]Nb v , and a gray neighbor set of each black node [ ]NG v . For a node v V∈ , if it is 
firstly colored gray, then added the black node of changing the color of node v to the set [ ]Nb v , and joined in the 
setM  (the set of all gray nodes). Otherwise, if gray node v has other black neighbor in MIS, then it adds the 
neighbor to the set [ ]Nb v . The pseudo code of algorithm MIS is shown in Algorithm MIS.  
Algorithm MIS  
1. Set of { , , },Colors black gray red S←  
2. Initially [ ] 0color n ←  
3. Input ( , )G V E  
4. V S←  
5. While S φ≠ do 
6.   Select any u S∈  
7.      [ ]color u black←  
8.      MIS u←  
9.      For all [ ]v N u∈ do                     
10.         If [ ]color v gray← then 
11.           [ ]Nb v u←  
12.         Else  
13.             [ ]NG u v←                
14.             [ ]color v gray←                
15.             [ ]Nb v u←  
16.         End If 
17.      End for 
18. \{ [ ]}S S u N u← ∪  
19.  End While 
Theorem 1 Algorithm MIS can get a maximal independent set correctly, and its time complexity   is ( )O nΔ . 
Proof: According to algorithm in line 7-18, we can know that any node v V∈ is colored black and added in MIS. 
At the same time, its neighbors are all colored gray. That is, once the node v V∈ is selected in MIS, a node [ ]u N v∈  
must not be belonging to the set MIS. If the MIS is not a maximal independent set of graph, there must exists a node 
\u V MIS∈  that can be added to MIS. That is there exist a gray node that can be added to MIS. But at this time, 
there have two adjacent nodes are contained in MIS, which contradict to the algorithm. Hence, the algorithm can get 
a maximal independent set correctly. Every time only one node of graph can be searched. Therefore, the upper 
bound of the frequency for algorithm implementation is ( )O n . In the loop, each neighbor of v  is searched one time 
when node v  is colored black. Consequently, we can acquire the time complexity of algorithm MIS is ( )O nΔ . 
   After executing algorithm MIS, black node become the membership of MIS and gray nodes are dominated by 
black node, as shown in Fig. 1. For arbitrary node v , if it is colored black, all its neighbors will be colored gray. 
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Especially, each gray node u  is dominated by the black node. After executing algorithm MIS, some nodes become 
elements of MIS and all neighbors of these nodes become gray. 
 
 
Fig. 1 the illustration of algorithm MIS 
3.2 RCDS Algorithm 
In this section, we construct a virtual backbone topology (CDS, connected dominating set) in graph by adding 
intermediate nodes to MIS. In order to make the number of CDS as few as possible, we must solve three problems. 
Firstly, how to choose the neighbor nodes of black node join the CDS. Secondly, how to avoid two black nodes of 
two hop distance have more than one path to connect. Finally, how to connect two black nodes of between three 
jumps effectively. 
For arbitrary node v MIS∈ , there have two situations when the gray neighbor set [ ]NG v is not idle. First of all, 
there  exists a node [ ]u NG v∈ such that | [ ] | 2Nb u ≥ .  Then, nodew  is select as the connector with the value 
of | [ ] |Nb w which is the largest one among all nodes in [ ]NG v  , and its color is changed to red. In the meantime, for 
arbitrary nodeu ∈ NG[v] \w ,  all black neighbor nodes of | [ ] |Nb w from | [ ] |Nb u are deleted.  In this way, it can be 
ensured that any pair black nodes of distance between three jumps has only one path.  At last,  the nodew is added to 
the set of black nodes except those gray nodes that have the same black nodes with nodew . Secondly, when the 
number of set | [ ] |Nb v less than or equal to 1, that is, the black node v  has at least three jumps with others, the gray 
neighbor node with the maximum degree can be chose and added to CDS. And we add the node to the set Nb of 
other gray neighbor nodes that cannot be dominated by other black nodes. Pseudo code is described in Algorithm 
RCDS. 
As shown in Fig. 2, we assume that black nodes are chose in order from left to right. After executing the 
Algorithm RCDS, we can acquire a virtual backbone topology in general graph. 
Algorithm RCDS   
1. While MIS φ≠ do 
2.    Select any v MIS∈  
3.     While [ ]NG v φ≠ do 
4.          Select the node [ ]w NG u∈ of [ ]Nb w is the largest among all nodes in [ ]NG u  
5.          If | [ ] | 2Nb w ≥ then 
6.             [ ]color w red=  
7.              For each node u ∈ NG[v] \w  do 
8.                [ ] [ ] \ [ ]Nb u Nb u Nb w←  
9.                 If [ ]u N w∈ then 
10.                  [ ]Nb u w←  
11.                 End If   
12.              End For 
13.             [ ] [ ] \NG v NG v w←  
14.           End if 
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15.         Else  
16.          Select the node [ ]w NG u∈ of [ ]N w is the largest among all nodes in [ ]NG u  
17.                If | [ ] | 2N w ≥ then 
18.                  [ ]color w red=  
19.                For each node [ ] \u NG v w∈ do 
20.                  [ ] [ ] \ [ ]N u N u N w←  
21.                End For 
22.               For each node [ ]u N w∈  and [ ] | [ ]u NG x x Nb w∉ ∈ do 
23.                 [ ]Nb u w←  
24.               End For 
25.              [ ] [ ] /NG v NG v w←  
26.             End If   
27.          End  
28.     End While 
29. End While 
30. For :i n  do 
31.   If [ ]color i red=  or [ ]color i black= then 
32.    CDS i←  
33.   End If 
34. End For 
 
 
Fig. 2 A virtual backbone topology in general graph constructed by Algorithm RCDS. 
Theorem 2.Algorithm RCDS can construct a CDS successfully and the time complexity is 2( )O nΔ . 
Proof: Firstly, prove that all nodes in MIS connected. Only one black node is chose every time as a condition of 
external circulation, only if the gray node set dominated by it is not null. Then a gray node is chose as a connector 
which has most black neighbors and color red. In the meantime, the same black nodes of other gray node neighbors 
are deleted in order to ensure that any pair black nodes of distance between two jumps only have one path. That is, it 
can be ensured that there has only one path between two black nodes. a gray node u with the maximum degree in 
the set [ ]NG v  is chose as connector when black node v has at least three jumps away from other black nodes. And 
This node is denoted as new dominate node to add the other neighbor sets of neighbors such as line 22-24 in 
algorithm RCDS. Every time only one intermediate node can add to MIS as a connector, therefore, a CDS can be 
acquired successfully. Namely, algorithm RCDS can construct a connected dominating set CDS correctly. 
Every time a node in MIS is chose to start compute. In the worst case, the topology structure is linear. In this case, 
the number of the MIS is not bigger than / 2n , namely, the external circulation of the algorithm is ( )O n . In the 
internal circulation consists of [ ]NG v  sub-cycle, and the maximum value of [ ]NG v isΔ . In the sub-cycle, there 
exists a circle to search neighbor nodes whose maximum still is Δ . So, the time complexity of the algorithm RCDS 
is 2( )O nΔ . 
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4. Conclusions 
It is very important on the construction of the virtual backbone of a wireless network due to the limitation of node 
energy and communication reliability in network. The MCDS is effective way to get the backbone network, but it is 
NP-hard. In this paper, we propose an RCDS algorithm to get a relatively optimum connected dominating set to 
construct a virtual backbone network effectively and efficiently, within 2( )O nΔ .  
In this paper, we construct a relatively optimum connected dominating set by two steps. Firstly, a simple 
sequence algorithm is designed to get MISs. Later, all nodes of MISs construct a CDS by adding intermediate nodes.  
In the future, we will devote to shrink scale of connected dominating set and decrease the time complexity of 
algorithm further.  
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